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10 October 2021, Saxony, Dresden: Participants of a bicycle demonstration of the Initiative Verkehrswende Dresden ride on the Elbe cycle path over a motorway bridge next to motorway 4. The action against the extension of the A4 takes place within the framework of the nationwide action days "Mobiliatswende Jetzt! Photo: Sebastian Kahnert/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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10 October 2021, Saxony, Dresden: Participants of a bicycle demonstration of the Initiative Verkehrswende Dresden ride on the Elbe cycle path over a motorway bridge next to motorway 4. The action against the extension of the A4 takes place within the framework of the nationwide action days "Mobiliatswende Jetzt! Photo: Sebastian Kahnert/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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10 October 2021, Saxony, Dresden: Participants of a bicycle demonstration of the Initiative Verkehrswende Dresden ride on the Elbe cycle path over a motorway bridge next to the A4 motorway. The action against the extension of the A4 is taking place as part of the nationwide action day "Mobiliatswende Jetzt! Photo: Sebastian Kahnert/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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10 October 2021, Saxony, Dresden: Participants of a bicycle demonstration of the Initiative Verkehrswende Dresden ride on the Elbe cycle path over a motorway bridge next to motorway 4. The action against the extension of the A4 takes place within the framework of the nationwide action days "Mobiliatswende Jetzt! Photo: Sebastian Kahnert/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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